BENCHTOPS & laminate

www.polytec.com.au
p 1300 300 547

ISSUE: 04c

Find your local supporting cabinet maker
www.polytec.com.au/mcgrath-foundation

polytec offer an express sample service.
Visit www.polytec.com.au to order your free sample.

Create your look

BENCHTOPS
With more than 150 realistic stone structures, wood grains and neutral solid colours,
polytec’s innovative Benchtops range remains unrivalled in the decorative surfaces industry.
The recent addition of 16 new Woodmatt laminates match the perception of authentic
timber in both look and feel. The newest addition of Smooth and Matera laminates
look and feel like honed stone, with the benefits of easy cleaning along with being less
prone to fingerprints.
In keeping with current kitchen trends, polytec’s complete array of stone structures and wood
grain Benchtops are represented with precision, true to natural materials in colour, clarity
and depth, demonstrating polytec’s investment in state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies.
polytec Benchtops are offered in three thicknesses and seven different profiles to provide
solutions to everyday project challenges and enable maximum design flexibility.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS Gloss range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Peak White

Classic White

Designer White

Chambord

Blanco Marquina

Polar White

Aspen Stone

Argento Stone

Classic White

Pure Kashmir

Bottocino

Buller Stone

Nero Granite

Azul Kashmir

Chambord

Ardesia Stone

Blackrock

Carrara

Pitch Black
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

T

Snow Fabrini

M

Aspen Stone

M

M, G

Blanco Marquina

M, G

Argento Stone

M, G

Alpine Mist

M

Pearl Fabrini

M

M

Sanctuary

M

Sorell Terrazzo

M

M, G

Soapstone

M

French Stone

M

M

Stonehenge

M

Iron Stone

M

Pumice Micro

M

Temple Stone

M

Norfolk Terrazzo

M

Corsica

M

Fontaine

M

Kuringai Stone

M

M, T, G

Available finishes M = Matt T = Texture G = Gloss
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS range

Bottocino

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

M, G

Pietra Stone

M

Smoke Shimmer

M

Kalamunda Stone

Palatino

M

Urban Slate

M

Concrete Fabrini

M

Mocha Fabrini

M

Stone Fabrini

M

Quarry Micro

M

Casastone

M

Carbon Micro

M

Visoni Stone

M

Stone Marquina

M

Astral Cumulus

M

Espresso Fabrini

M

Greystone

M

Grigio Marble

M

Astral Bitumen

M

Buffalo Stone

M

Charcoal Fabrini

M

Feldspar Shimmer

M

Barrington Marble

M

Ink Fabrini

M

Basalt Pearl

Nero Granite

Black Matrix

Blackrock

M, G

M

M, G

Ardesia Stone

Available finishes M = Matt T = Texture G = Gloss

Wm = Woodmatt

M, G
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Black

T

T

Benchtop in LAMINATE Artisan Oak Matt.
M, T

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Doors in LEGATO Crisp White.

Available finishes M = Matt T = Texture
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS Matera range

BENCHTOPS Smooth range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Calacutta D’oro

Calacutta Grey

White Cement

Alicante Stone

NEW

Portland Stone

Grey Cement

Navona Stone

Portofino Stone

Dark Cement

Desideria Marble

Bernini Marble

Emperor Stone

Catalina Marble

Athena Stone

Tunisia Stone
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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NEW

NEW

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Benchtop in LAMINATE Pietra Stone Matt.
THERMOLAMINATED 21mm Keimbah doors in Porcelain Matt.
THERMOLAMINATED Iconic Block flutes in Porcelain Matt.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS Woodmatt range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Angora Oak

Coastal Oak

Antico Oak

Estella Oak

Nordic Oak

Casentino Beech

Notaio Walnut

Empire Oak

Prime Oak

Tasmanian Oak

Rojo Walnut

Bottega Oak

Palace Teak

Florentine Walnut

Perugian Walnut
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

NEW

Black

NEW
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Benchtop in LAMINATE Visoni Stone Matt.
THERMOLAMINATED Oberon doors in Tempest Woodgrain.

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

THERMOLAMINATED Manchester drawers in Vittoria Pearl Gloss.

polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part of the way we do business daily.
Our decisions are made so that they have minimum negative impact on the environment.
Our product is manufactured from managed and renewable plantation pine, and on request can be purchased as
Responsible Wood chain of custody certified. All polytec board products are manufactured from E0 or E1 MDF.
We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs including aluminium and metals, used oils and timber
waste is recycled back into energy. We subscribe to local government environmental initiatives and voluntary audits as well
as our own internal Energy and Carbon Management Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy
Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.
polytec doors and benchtops are Australian Made & Owned.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
The surfaces of polytec’s Benchtops are made from a stain-resistant resin. The toughness and high impermeability of this
surface means that polytec’s Benchtops & laminate should require no more than wiping with a soft cloth, dampened with
plain water or a household detergent mix to remove all common household spills.
polytec’s Benchtops & laminate doors and panels should be cleaned by wiping down with a white damp soft cloth
and warm soapy water. For more stubborn stains use a mild household cleaning spray. Always ensure you refer to the
recommendations provided by the manufacturer of the cleaning product before use.
By following these simple steps you should retain a beautiful kitchen surface for many years.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear
more readily than lighter coloured surfaces and require more care and maintenance.
The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only be used
as an indication of actual product colour. To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au.
polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure, to view the large colour sample,
visit www.polytec.com.au
The use of our current colour samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. polytec does not
guarantee exact colour matches across product ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

COMPLEMENTARY RANGES
EVOLUTION range

ULTRAGLAZE range

MELAMINE doors & panels

THERMOLAMINATED doors & panels

XENOLITH premium coloured core

ALUMINIUM framed doors

STECCAWOOD prefinished decorative battens

ALFRESCO range

35mm ARCHITECTURAL doors

OUTSIDE COVER:

Benchtop in LAMINATE Visoni Stone Matt.
THERMOLAMINATED Oberon doors in Tempest Woodgrain.
THERMOLAMINATED Manchester drawers in Vittoria Pearl Gloss.

INSIDE COVER:

Benchtop in LAMINATE Calacutta D’oro MATERA.
Bar panels in RAVINE Notaio Walnut and Athena Stone MATERA.
Stools in RAVINE Distressed Wood with contrasting black edge.
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